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Flowering plants may be millions of years 
older than previously thought, says a 

new study by NESCent postdoc Stephen 
Smith and colleagues.

Previous studies suggest that flowering 
plants, or angiosperms, first arose 140 to 190 
million years ago. Now, a paper published in 
Proceedings of the National Academy  
of Sciences pushes back the origin of angio-
sperms to 215 million years ago, some 25 to 
75 million years earlier than either the fossil 
record or previous molecular studies suggest.

“If you just looked at the fossil record, 

you would say that angiosperms originated 
in the early Cretaceous or late Jurassic,” 
said Michael Donoghue of Yale University. 
“Most molecular divergence times have 
shown that they might be older than that,” 
added Yale biologist Jeremy Beaulieu. “But 
we actually find that they might be Triassic 
in origin,” said Beaulieu. “No one has found 
a result like that before.” 

If confirmed, the study could bolster the 
idea that early angiosperms promoted the 
rise of certain insects. Modern insects like 
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Flowering plants may be  
much older than we think

A new analysis of the land plant family tree suggests that flowering plants may be considerably 
older than the fossil record suggests. PHOTO BY eRIC GReene
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At the end of last year, NESCent was 
re-funded by the National Science 

Foundation for another five years.  This 
means that we can continue to work with 
scientists and educators to ensure that 
evolutionary research expands beyond 
traditional boundaries and disciplines, that 
we are able to reach young and energetic 

students and emerging 
researchers, and that 
we can continue to 
foster links between 
colleagues across the 
nation and the globe. 
In February this year, I 
took over as Director 
from Kathleen Smith.  
We also have a new As-
sociate Director of Sci-

ence and Synthesis: Susan Alberts takes the 
reins from Joel Kingsolver.  For Susan and 
me, it has been a painless transition, thanks 
to Kathleen’s and Joel’s professionalism and 
commitment to NESCent and its future.  

So where does NESCent go from here?  

What are our plans for the next five years?  
Let’s take a step back.  NESCent recogn-
ises that its most valuable resource is the 
community that stands behind it.  And 
so, whether we are designing courses, or 
deciding what new areas of evolutionary 
science deserve our attention, we want to 
hear from you.  In this issue, you will see 
details on how you can let us know what 
you think we should deliver. 

 NESCent will continue to support inter-
disciplinary research through its program 
of Catalysis Meetings and Working Groups.  
We have a vibrant group of postdoctoral 
scholars, sabbatical fellows and short-term 
visitors who make NESCent an exciting 
venue for creative thinking.  We have al-
located additional resources to support 
Working Groups with tasks and activities 
that need to be undertaken between meet-
ings.  Additionally, we will support gradu-
ate students for a semester, if they work on 
Working Group projects or with members 
of NESCent’s in-house community. 

Science does not respect national bound-

aries – it is a social enterprise, and like other 
social networks, knowledge increases expo-
nentially with the number of collaborations 
we can enlist.  NESCent will strengthen its 
links with organisations of equivalent scope 
in other countries.  We expect to develop 
opportunities for US scientists to work with 
their international colleagues. 

Evolutionary science is entering a new 
and exciting phase.  The parallel develop-
ments of genomic and computational 
technologies, and the realisation that evolu-
tionary principles underlie everything from 
medicine to macroeconomics, present evo-
lutionary scientists with more challenges 
and opportunities than in any other period 
in the discipline’s history.  NESCent expects 
to lead the charge, and I look forward to 
seeing you in Durham, North Carolina.

Allen Rodrigo, Director of NESCent

Letter from the Director

ALLEN RODRIGO 
DIRECTOR

We Want You!
Looking for support for a sabbatical, postdoc, 
or meeting? neSCent welcomes your 
proposals. We are looking to support innovative 
approaches to outstanding problems in 
evolutionary biology. In particular, proposals 
that have a clear interdisciplinary focus, or 
involve evolutionary concepts in non-traditional 
disciplines, are strongly encouraged, as are 
proposals that demonstrate international 
participation and a mix of senior and emerging 
researchers, including graduate students.

neSCent is now accepting applications for 
postdoctoral and sabbatical fellowships,  
short-term visitors, and meetings. The next 
deadline for short-term visitors is July 1. For 
sabbatical fellowships, working groups, and 
catalysis meetings, the next deadline is July 
10. For postdoctoral fellows, the deadline is 
December 1 annually.

For more information, visit nescent.org/science/proposals.php

New: Graduate  
Fellowships
Next deadline July 1
neSCent is now adding graduate training 
to our portfolio by offering one-semester 
fellowships for graduate students to 
pursue research, either with a neSCent 
sabbatical scholar or with a neSCent 
Working Group. The research should be in 
line with the goals of the sabbatical 
scholar and/or working group and may 
include integrating datasets, developing 
databases, performing analyses, program-
ming and software development, etc. 

Interested graduate students should 
consult with the Principal Investigator  
of a Working Group or Sabbatical 
scholar before submitting an application 
through our online proposal system.

Learn more at nescent.org/science/
graduateFellowships.php

c a l l  f o R  p R o p o s a l s
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Where:  Portland, Oregon

When:  June 29-30, 2010

What can biologists studying evolution 
and biodiversity learn from software 

developers and mathematicians? A lot, say 
the organizers of an exciting new confer-
ence on evolutionary informatics.

“Biologists have tons of fascinating 
questions. Mathematicians and software 
developers have tons of tricks and tools. 
Together, they can do so 
much more than they could 
ever do on their own,” said 
co-organizer Cecile Ane.

The National Evolution-
ary Synthesis Center (NES-
Cent) and the Society for 
Systematic Biology (SSB) are 
pleased to announce a new 
2-day conference, dubbed  
iEvoBio, to be held June 29-
30 in conjunction with the Evolution 2010 
meetings in Portland, Oregon. Those who 
are already attending the Evolution meet-
ings are encouraged to extend their stay by a 
day and take part in what promises to be an 
exciting new annual event.

The organizers hope the meeting will 
facilitate an exchange of ideas and spur the 
development of new tools for answering 
biological questions. “We are in the age 
of ‘big data’,” said organizing committee 
chair Rod Page. “Whether it is the ever-
growing flood of DNA sequences, the 
vast numbers of natural history museum 
specimens being digitized, or the tens of 
millions of pages of biodiversity literature 
being scanned and released onto the web. 
Making sense of these data requires skills 
in analysis, computing, and visualization, 
as well as the ability to ask interesting 
questions,” said Page.

Nearly 200 people — both seasoned 
practitioners and newcomers to informat-
ics — are expected to attend the inaugural 
meeting, which will include a series of 
keynote speakers, contributed talks, and 

live demonstrations of informatics tools.
Attendees are also invited to compete in 

a ‘grand challenge’ to develop new methods 
for visualizing evolutionary data. “Evolu-
tionary biologists now handle data sets that 
are so large and so complex, that just look-
ing at the data is difficult,” said co-organizer 
Cynthia Parr of Encyclopedia of Life. 

Entries could range from geophy-
logenies, to visualizing extremely large 
phylogenetic trees, to mashups showing 

relationships between 
lineages and other types of 
data, the organizers say. The 
conference participants will 
vote on the winner, who will 
receive a $1000 cash prize. 
“The entries will likely be in-
teresting both to those who 
develop visual tools, but also 
to those who need them. 
And they should be pretty to 

look at and fun to use,” Parr added.
 The organizers ask that all challenge en-

tries be produced by software that is avail-
able as open-source. “That way, anybody 
can look at the source code to learn how 
it works,” said Page. “By making the code 
open we ensure that people can learn from 
the entries. They can say ‘ah, so that’s how 
they do it,’ instead of ‘wow, that’s really 
cool, but how does it work?’”

In addition to the visualization chal-
lenge, attendees can expect a range 
of other activities. “Birds of a feather” 
sessions will allow people with common 
interests to get together and discuss a 
specific topic. “We will also have ‘software 
bazaar’ so people can show off their work 
informally, and ‘lightening talks’ that are 
very short, 5-minute contributions, so that 
everyone has a chance to present,” said 
keynote speaker Rob Guralnick.

“There has never been anything quite 
like iEvoBio in my opinion,” Guralnick 
added. “We are sure it will continue for 
many years.” 

For more information, visit ievobio.org.

U p c o m i n g  e v e n t s

Join us in June for a new conference  
on evolutionary informatics

Share your ideas  
for evolution courses

Deadline July 10
What courses would you like to see 
offered to the evolution community? 
neSCent is expanding its course 
offerings and would like your sugges-
tions. neSCent welcomes ideas and 
proposals for postgraduate-level short 
courses (1-2 weeks) on topics of rel-
evance to synthetic evolutionary science. 

Do you have a bright idea? Please let us 
know. Course proposals from those 
interested in being instructors are due 
July 10, 2010. 

For a list of current and previous courses 
offered at neSCent, visit nescent.org/
courses. For more information about 
preparing and submitting a course 
proposal, please visit nescent.org/
courses/proposals/

Targeted sabbaticals  
for faculty at minority-
serving institutions

next deadline July 10
As part of neSCent’s commitment to 
increasing diversity in evolutionary 
biology, we offer targeted sabbatical 
opportunities to evolutionary biologists 
from Minority-Serving Institutions 
(MSIs) to undertake projects that will 
increase minority participation in 
evolutionary science and/or develop 
evolution education activities.

neSCent provides stipends up to the 
equivalent of a full salary (monthly 
stipend equal to 1/12th of a 9-month 
salary at home institution). A housing 
allowance up to $1,000/month can also 
be provided.

Deadlines for neSCent Targeted 
Sabbaticals are July 10th and December 
1st each year. For more information, visit 
nescent.org/science/targetedsabbati-
cal.php or contact dr. Jory Weintraub 
(jory@nescent.org).

Job Openings
Interested in employment opportunities 
at neSCent? Our Center runs with the 
help of a dynamic team of programmers, 
financial experts, event planners, and 
other specialists. To find out about job 
openings as they become available, visit 
nescent.org/about/employment.php

c a l l  f o R  p R o p o s a l s
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If scientists have identified some two 
million species, where can you find the 

latest information about the tree of life that 
unites them all? A vastly improved database 
gives scientists and educators access to 
state-of-the-art knowledge about the evolu-
tionary relationships among living things. 

TreeBASE — a database designed to help 
scientists store, share, and study evolution-
ary trees — was first developed in the mid-
1990s as way to archive the vast amounts of 
phylogenetic information accumulating in 
the literature. 

“Phylogenies were being published at 
an explosive rate,” said Bill Piel of Yale Uni-
versity. “What we needed was a database 
where we could compile them so people 
could use them later.” 

The database allows researchers to 
archive and retrieve published phylogenetic 
trees and data from different studies. “Peo-
ple can store sequence alignments, mor-
phological character sets, and the resulting 
phylogenetic trees – all in digital form. 
They can also be recovered and reanalyzed 
or combined with other data,” Piel said. 

Since the first prototype was developed, 
researchers have contributed more than 
6,500 trees from over 2400 articles, describ-
ing the relationships among well over 
60,000 terminal taxa. A variety of journals 
now require their authors to deposit phylo-
genetic data in TreeBASE, and peer review-
ers are given anonymous access to the data 
prior to publication.

Now, a team of biologists and computer 
scientists is releasing a new version that is 
completely rebuilt. Years of work have gone 
into improving and upgrading the original 
version. “At some point we knew we had 
to make it bigger and better,” said Michael 
Donoghue of Yale University. With this up-
grade, the database is poised to become an 
increasingly valuable resource for a number 
of fields, including conservation biology, bio-
geography, and education, developers say. 

“We have introduced a wide variety of 

features that didn’t exist before,” said Val 
Tannen at the University of Pennsylvania. 
“In terms of data deposition and how users 
interact with it, it has taken a huge leap 
forward,” Donoghue added. 

For one, TreeBASE can now store much 
richer information. “Trees can contain 
information such as the length of each 
branch, which is important for study-
ing the timing of evolutionary events,” 
Piel explained. The database also has an 
improved system for making sure that 
information such as taxonomic names and 
DNA sequence IDs match those found in 
other sources.

Researchers will also be able to take 
advantage of a more user-friendly interface 
and more advanced search techniques. 
“There are things you can query now 
that you couldn’t before,” said Piel. “For 
example, you can search for trees that share 

a certain topology.”
“The visualization tools have also 

received a major upgrade,” Piel added. “For 
example, now users can manipulate large 
trees and zoom in and out.”

A number of advanced features have 
also been introduced that will allow bioin-
formaticians to do new and creative things 
with the data without being blocked by 
the user interface, said Piel. These include 
support for new machine-readable phy-
logenetic data exchange and web service 
standards. In addition, the metadata in 
TreeBASE are being made available for 
harvesting en masse. 

According to Rutger Vos of the Univer-
sity of Reading, “all these features basically 
mean that TreeBASE plays nice with other 
Linked Data resources on the web, allow-
ing the next generation of web applications 

TreeBASE is back
Phylogenetic database completely rebuilt

continued on next page

After years of work spent improving the original prototype, TreeBASe has a host of new 
features and a new home at neSCent.
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to automatically understand the connec-
tions among different biological data 
resources.”

In addition to getting a major makeover, 
the database also has a new home. Most 
recently housed at the San Diego Super-
computer Center with support from the 
CIPRES project, TreeBASE is now being 
hosted by NESCent in Durham, North 
Carolina. 

NESCent has made an initial commit-
ment to host TreeBASE for up to five years, 
explained Todd Vision, Associate Director 
of Informatics at NESCent. “This partner-
ship enables TreeBASE to continue serving 
the scientific needs of the community and 
to keep pace with technological innova-
tions,” said Vision.

Looking to the future, the team has 
established a non-profit foundation to en-
sure the database’s long-term sustainability. 
“The foundation will become a caretaker of 
TreeBASE and other phylogenetic resourc-
es, such as the Tree of Life Web (ToLWeb) 
project,” said Piel.

To enable wider participation in Tree-
BASE’s future development, the code has 
been made open source and is hosted by 
SourceForge. The developers now com-
municate on a public forum. “In essence, 
this allows anyone with the necessary 
skills to participate in TreeBASE develop-
ment, whether small or large,” says Hilmar 
Lapp, Assistant Director for Informatics at 
NESCent.

“The really good news is that we now have 
a much better product – much more stable, 
much more industrial-strength – and we have 
an arrangement with NESCent that’s going 
to be very successful,” Donoghue added. 
“Now that we have a new home for it, we 
can service it, we can build it, and we can 
continue to modify it,” he added. “This is a 
good place to be right now.”

TreeBASE is freely available online at 
www.treebase.org. 

“We have introduced a 
wide variety of features 
that didn’t exist before.”  

—Val Tannen, university of Pennsylvania

TreeBASE, continued

POSTDOcTOrAL FELLOWS

peter Unmack 

A GIS based approach to a priori prediction 
in aquatic biogeography

Jenny Mcguire 

Examining paleontological extinction 
patterns to predict modern extinction 
vulnerability

Jennifer Verdolin 

Integrating behavioral syndromes into social 
networks: optimal distribution of phenotypes 
and group stability

Clinton Francis 

Acoustic signal space conservatism: a 
framework for signal flexibility in noise

rafael F rubio de Casas 

Dispersal evolution in the angiosperms:  
the origin of heterocarpy

LONG-TErm  
SABBATicAL SchOLArS

James h. hunt (north Carolina  
State university) 

The origins of arthropod sociality

Armin Moczek (Indiana university-
Bloomington) 

The nature of nurture:  how environmental 
and genetic information interact to shape 
development and evolution

dorothee huchon (Tel-Aviv university) 

Current view of rodent phylogenetic 
relationships

Tal pupko (Tel-Aviv university) 

Evolutionary models accounting for 
multi-layer selection pressures

ShOrT-TErm ViSiTOrS

Claire Williams (Forest History Society) 

Domesticating forest carbon:  a synthesis on 
forest adaptation to climate change

Shane Lavery (university of Auckland) 

Connectivity of New Zealand coastal marine 
communities: a synthesis of datasets

cATALYSiS mEETiNGS

richard Moore (Miami university-Oxford) 
Tia-Lynn Ashman (university of Pittsburgh) 

Emergence of gender and sex chromosomes: 
evolutionary insights from a diversity of taxa

James h. hunt (north Carolina  
State university) 

Evolution of insect sociality: an integrative 
modeling approach

greger Larson (Durham university); 
dolores piperno (national Museum  
of natural History); dorian Fuller 
(university College-London); Michael 
purugganan (new York university); 
robin Allaby (university of Warwick)  

Domestication as an evolutionary  
phenomenon: expanding the synthesis

Sarah reece (Institutes of evolution, 
Immunology and Infection Research); 
Andrew read (Pennsylvania State 
university); Nick Savill (university  
of edinburgh); Nicole Mideo (university  
of edinburgh) 

Evolution of infectious diseases: Integrating 
empirical and modeling approaches 

WOrkiNG GrOuPS

John gowdy (Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute); david Sloan Wilson  
(Binghamton university) 

Integrating evolutionary theory with 
behavioral economics

mSi FAcuLTY TrAVEL AWArDS

James Archie (California State university, 
Long Beach)

Jason Munshi-South (Baruch College,  
The City university of new York)

Aditi pai (Spelman College)

To apply for future faculty travel awards 
please visit nescent.org/eog/2010faculty 
travelaward.php

n e w  a w a R d s

congratulations to the newest  
award recipients for 2010
NESCent is pleased to announce the following new awards:

http://www.www.treebase.org
http://www.nescent.org/eog/2010facultytravelaward.php
http://www.nescent.org/eog/2010facultytravelaward.php
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bees and wasps rely on flowers for nectar 
and pollen. “The fossil record suggests 
that a lot of these insect groups originated 
before angiosperms appeared,” said 
Stephen Smith of the National Evolution-
ary Synthesis Center. This study shifts the 
oldest angiosperms back farther in time 
towards the origin of groups like bees and 
flies, the scientists say. “If you take our 
dates and superimpose them on the evolu-
tionary tree for these insect groups, all of a 
sudden you get a match,” said Beaulieu.

To trace the origins of flowering plants, 
the researchers used genetic comparisons 
of living plants and clues from fossils to 
reconstruct the relationships among more 
than 150 terrestrial plant species. While 
their results support previous age estimates 
for other plant groups, they suggest an older 
age for angiosperms. “Many of the dates 
that we get correspond really well to the 
known fossil record, at least for the origin 
of land plants and the origin of vascular 
plants and seed plants,” said Donoghue. 
“But we got a much older date for the origin 
of angiosperms — one that’s really out of 
whack with the fossil record,” Smith added.

This disconnect between molecular 
and fossil estimates is not unheard of, the 
authors explained. “We see the same kind 
of discrepancy in other groups too, like 
mammals and birds,” said Donoghue. 

Why the mismatch between different 
approaches to dating the tree of life? 

One possibility, the researchers ex-
plained, is that the first flowering plants 

weren’t diverse or abundant enough to leave 
their mark in the fossil record. “We would 
expect there to be a time lag between their 
origin and when they became abundant 
enough to get fossilized,” said Smith. “The 
debate would just be how long.”

“Imagine a long fuse burning and 
then KABOOM! There’s a big explo-
sion. Maybe angiosperms were in 
that fuse state,” said Donoghue. 
“But it’s hard to imagine flowering 
plants would have had a big impact 
on the origin of major insect groups 
if that were the case,” he added.

Another possibility, the re-
searchers allow, is that the molecu-
lar methods may be amiss. “If the 

angiosperms originated 215 million years 
ago, then why don’t we find them in the 
fossil record for almost 80 million years?” 
said Beaulieu. “It could also suggest that 
our dates are wrong.”

To improve on previous studies, the 
researchers used a method that allows 
for variable rates of evolution across the 
plant family tree. “Older methods assume 

that rates of molecular evolution don’t 
change too radically from one branch of 
the evolutionary tree to another,” Beaulieu 
explained. “But this newer method can ac-
commodate some fairly major rate shifts.” 

Although researchers have come up with 
some savvy statistical tricks to account for 
rate shifts, said Donoghue, the problem 
hasn’t entirely disappeared. “We’ve done the 
best analysis we know how to do with the 
current tools and information,” he said.

“As we develop better molecular meth-
ods, people would like it if the molecular 
dates reconciled with the fossil record,” 
said Donoghue. “But instead the gap is get-
ting wider,” he said. “And in the end, that 
might actually be interesting.”

The team’s findings were published on-
line in the March 15 issue of Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Sciences. 

CITATIOn: Smith, S., J. Beaulieu, and 
M. Donoghue. (2010). “An uncorrelated 
relaxed-clock analysis suggests an earlier 
origin for flowering plants.” Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Sciences 
doi/10.1073/pnas.1001225107.

“As we develop better molecular 
methods, people would like it if the 
molecular dates reconciled with  
the fossil record. But instead the gap 
is getting wider. And in the end,  
that might actually be interesting.”  

—Michael Donoghue, Yale university

FLOWErS, continued

A new study of angiosperm origins fuels ongoing debates over different approaches to 
dating the tree of life. PHOTO BY MILA ZInkOVA, WIkIMeDIA COMMOnS



WhAT:  Evo 101: hands on 
Evolution for K-12 Teachers 
(and college faculty) 
WhEN:  June 25, 2010 
WhErE:  portland, Or

Science educators in the Portland area, 
and visitors to the area for the 
evolution 2010 meetings, are invited to 
participate in “evolution 101”—a one day 
workshop to be held at the Portland 
Convention Center on June 25. Come 
learn about recent research in the field 
of evolution, talk with evolutionary 
biologists, and attend sessions that 
feature hands-on activities for teaching 
evolution to all ages. 

Teachers can register for the workshop 
at evolutionsociety.org/SSE2010/
register.html. evolution 2010 meeting 
participants interested in attending the 
workshop, contact Louise Mead (mead@ncse.org) or kristin Jenkins (kjenkins@nescent.org).

For more information, visit evolutionsociety.org/SSE2010/Workshops.html

WhAT:  Evolution 2010: A Workshop for Educators 
WhEN:  June 21st – 23rd, 2010 (Application deadline May 31) 
WhErE:  durham, NC
Please join us for three fun-filled days of exploring evolution. Reinforce key evolutionary 
concepts and explore cutting-edge topics in evolutionary biology with biologists and educators 
at the national evolutionary Synthesis Center (neSCent).

Participants will receive continuing education units (Ceus), a $25/day stipend, and a collection  
of resources and materials for teaching evolution. Travel awards are available for participants 
from outside the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill area.

This workshop will include two educational field trips: one to tour the duke Lemur Center,  
one of the foremost prosimian research centers in the world, and the second to the North 
Carolina Museum of Life and Science in durham, NC.

Workshop will be held at neSCent in Durham, nC. Approximate hours each day are 8:30 AM  
to 5:00 PM.

For more information, and to apply, please see www.nescent.org/courses/2010/eogsummer.  
If you have questions about the workshop, please contact Jory Weintraub (jory@nescent.org).

Application deadline: Monday, May 31st, 2010

notification of acceptance will be sent by June 1st, 2010
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in the media

“pine pollen gets flight miles” 
(Science News) A new study suggests 
that pollen from the loblolly pine—the 
most commonly planted tree in the 
southern uS—can still germinate after 
drifting long distances. Far-flung pollen 
makes it difficult to contain transgenic 
trees, says visiting scientist Claire 
Williams. sciencenews.org/view/
generic/id/58360/title/pine_pollen 
_gets_flight_miles”  

“paradox of dining in deep, wet mud” 
(Science News) Surplus food can be a 
double-edged sword for animals in the 
ocean deep. While extra nutrients give a 
boost to larger animals on the deep sea 
floor, the feeding frenzy that results 
wreaks havoc on smaller sediment 
dwellers buried below, says a new study 
by Assistant Director Craig McClain. 
sciencenews.org/view/generic/
id/58558/title/paradox_of_ 
dining_in_deep,_wet_mud

“Stephen Smith: the botanist hacker” 
(The Scientist) Postdoctoral fellow 
Stephen Smith shows off his musical 
roots the-scientist.com/article/
display/57180/

“Monster bug? it’s no joke!” (MSNBC) 
Assistant Director Craig McClain 
debunks myths about deep-sea isopods 
cosmiclog.msnbc.msn.com/archive/ 
2010/03/31/2253964.aspx

“The Evolutionary history of jogging” 
(Duke Today) If humans evolved to run 
barefoot, how do running shoes change 
the way we move? evolutionary anthro-
pologist Dan Schmitt explains how people 
run differently in shoes and bare feet. 
ondemand.duke.edu/video/21753/
the-evolutionary-history-of-jo

“dNA barcode exposes ‘fake’ ferns  
for sale” (Futurity) DnA testing of 
garden ferns sold at plant nurseries in 
north Carolina, Texas, and California 
has found that plants marketed as 
American natives may actually be exotic 
species from other parts of the globe. 
Postdoctoral fellow eric Schuettpelz and 
colleagues tell the full story in the 
journal Molecular Ecology Resources.
futurity.org/science-technology/
dna-barcode-exposes-fake-ferns- 
for-sale/

s t a y  i n f o R m e d

calling all k-12 teachers! 
Two workshops on teaching evolution

Subscribe now
To receive news about research and training opportunities and upcoming events at 
neSCent, subscribe to our quarterly e-newsletter at  www.nescent.org/about/contact.php. 
Comments, story ideas and photo contributions are welcome. Please send corrections and 
suggestions for future newsletters to Robin Smith at rsmith@nescent.org

You can also visit neSCent on Twitter at twitter.com/NESCent, Facebook at www.facebook.
com/find-friends/#!/group.php?gid=8339009297&ref=ts, and on YouTube at youtube.
com/user/NESCentMedia
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